Open Rank Faculty Position in MIS/Cybersecurity (Job ID 9329)

The Information Systems and Decision Sciences (ISDS) department and the Florida Center for Cybersecurity (FC²) at the University Of South Florida (USF) are searching for an outstanding candidate to fill an open rank tenure-track faculty position in cybersecurity-related areas.

Candidates must at minimum have a Ph.D. degree in Information Systems, or a related discipline such as Operations, Management Science, Computer Science, Information Security or Information Assurance with research/teaching interest in cybersecurity. Successful record of funded research in cyber-security and publication(s) or late-stage review on cybersecurity topics in premier journals such as ISR, Management Science or equivalent business and/or ACM/IEEE outlets are also required.

Preference will be given to candidates possessing a track record of publishing in leading journals in the above mentioned areas, consistent with experience. Preference will be given to candidates who have a proven ability to teach graduate level courses in cybersecurity and who have experience in teaching on-line courses in the information assurance concentration of the online MS in cybersecurity program (e.g. Database management, information security, systems analysis and design, disaster recovery, software testing). Prior grant success from competitive institutions such as NSF for research related to cybersecurity is also preferred, as is expertise in the areas of information assurance, cyber operations and/or critical infrastructure. Expertise in one or more areas such as information assurance, cyber operations, user security, economic incentives, risk assessment, secure software systems and/or critical infrastructure is also preferred.

The ISDS department includes faculty members who engage in fundamental information systems and cybersecurity research, collaborate in interdisciplinary research programs, and publish in the leading journals in information systems and cybersecurity. The department offers graduate programs such as Ph.D., MS in MIS, and MBA with MIS concentration, and a highly competitive undergraduate information systems program that was recently ranked #25 by Bloomberg Businessweek. More information can be found on our departmental website at: http://www.usf.edu/business/departments/isds/index.aspx.

Although the academic appointment for the position will be in the ISDS department, College of Business, the position will be assigned to the Florida Center for Cybersecurity. The Florida Center for Cybersecurity (FC²) leads and coordinates cybersecurity research, education and outreach across the state and beyond. The Center fosters collaboration between higher education, government, defense and business communities to share knowledge, resources and training opportunities that help mitigate cybersecurity threats and capitalize on opportunities for innovative solutions. Located at the University of South Florida, a high-impact, global research university in beautiful Tampa, Florida, FC² positions the state to be a national leader in the increasingly vital field of cybersecurity. For more information about the Florida Center for Cybersecurity at USF, visit http://thefc2.org/.

The University of South Florida is a high-impact, global research university located in beautiful Tampa Bay on Florida's spectacular west coast. It is one of the largest public universities in the nation, and among the top 50 universities, public or private, for federal
research expenditures. The university is one of only four Florida public universities classified by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching in the top tier of research universities, a distinction attained by only 2.3 percent of all universities.

USF main campus is located in northeast Tampa. The concentration of high technology and information-centered companies in this region affords many contacts and consulting opportunities. With mild weather and ample recreational opportunities, the Tampa Bay area is consistently ranked as one of the most attractive places to live in the United States. The USF website can be accessed at http://www.usf.edu.

USF is an Equal Opportunity Institution

Review of applications is ongoing, and will continue until the position is filled. Applicants must apply for the position through USF on-line employment application system Careers @ USF, http://www.usf.edu/administrative-services/human-resources/careers/ (view Faculty positions for the College of Business, Department of Information Systems and Decision Sciences, Job Opening ID # 9329, enter basic demographic information, upload a cover letter, three letters of reference, and curriculum vitae). For additional information you may contact the search committee chair below:

Prof. Alan Hevner
Faculty Search Committee
Information Systems and Decision Sciences
College of Business
University of South Florida
4202 E. Fowler Ave., CIS 1040
Tampa, FL 33620-7800
Phone: (813) 974-6753
e-mail: issearch@usf.edu